Bea-Stina Tornberg

In the form of the black dots that were visiting a shopping mall. Now I feel a bit drawn to of all traces of human existence inside it. Why do they clean every morning? This felt important like some kind of a half-domestic space. didn’t expect things. to have any place there. It’s the memories of thinking about periphery. For days I had been isolated in my happenings mapping the invisible apartment being ill, sneezing and laying in my bed doing nothing. This is periphery, A human animal loves to organize things as they like. It is in our furniture. A space in a new order.

Space and Blood. That is how we turn a space into something that is more ours, more home-like. Some things are already changing. thoughts feel revitalized. Elements from the outside. We ended up doing a total reorganisation of a particular peripherical time? touch any of the furnitute situations. to accept having schedules. This writing is not in chronological order, I space again, adapting to this new order. Will is exhausting but it is good. schedules only understand chronological time. It is horrible to leave to run after a tram people just accept it as the new normal order of things? If yes, Write a description from my point of view staying within the rules: the most reasonable way to spend the morning would be to sit there on a rock watching the fog. It what is the motivation for that?

starts living 500-800 (essay) things going on that are fixed in chronological time. own life. I’m going to keep doing it until 2 pm

It is good to work with people. Is it something that a place or space posesses, I am very interested in disrupting daily schedules. I hate very much dislike don’t particularly enjoy would like to do things when it feels like a good time o do them. It causes trouble sometimes, as when you can see that there is all this amazing fog by the seashore near your home and you feel that happened this morning. can be in any other form as well

Every morning the beast cleans itself and gets rid of What is left? Computers?

The week left me feeling exhausted but f.ex. Poetic hat felt very hard to grasp.
In the form of the black dots that were visiting a shopping mall. Now I feel a bit drawn to all traces of human existence inside it. Why do they clean every morning? This felt important, like some kind of a half-domestic space. Didn’t expect things to have any place there. It’s the memories of thinking about periphery. For days I had been isolated in my happenings. Mapping the invisible apartment. Being ill, sneezing and laying in my bed doing nothing. This is periphery. A human animal loves to organize things as they like. It is in our furniture. A space in a new order. Space and Blood. That is how we turn a space into something that is more ours, more home-like. Some things are already changing. thoughts feel revitalized. Elements from the chronological outside. We ended up doing a total reorganisation of a particular peripherical time?

I touch any of the furnitue. situations. touch. having schedules. This writing is not in order. I space again, adapting to this new order. Will is exhausting but it is good. schedules only understand chronological time. It is horrible to leave to run after a tram. people just accept it as the new normal order of things? If yes, Write a description from my point of view staying within the rules. the most reasonable way to spend the morning would be to sit there on a rock watching the fog. what is the motivation for that?

start living 500-800 (essay) things going on that are fixed in chronological time. own life? I’m going to keep doing it until 2 pm. Imaginative places. Can a timeline be overriden? what is not. Preferably a public one

It's a very clever way to take over. It is a kind way to protest.

Instead, What is this and what for? brain function again. I tried periphery? slow. I need some time to process things. I got stuck with that.

It is good to work with people Is it something that a place or space posesse? I am very interested in disrupting daily schedules. I hate very much dislike don’t particularly enjoy would like to do things when it feels like a good time to do them. It causes trouble sometimes, as when you can see that there is all this amazing fog by the seashore near your home and you feel. That happened this morning.

can be in any other form as well Every morning the beast cleans itself and gets rid of What is left? Computers? The week left me feeling exhausted but f.ex. Poetic hat? felt very hard to grasp.
In the form of black dots visiting a shopping mall.
Now I feel a bit drawn to all traces of human existence inside it.
Why do they clean every morning?
This felt important, like some kind of a half-domestic space.
Didn’t expect things to have any place here.
It’s the memories of thinking about periphery.
For days I had been isolated in my happenings
Mapping the invisible apartment
Being ill, sneezing and laying in my bed in a new order. A space doing nothing. This is periphery,

A human animal loves to organize things as they like. It is in our furniture. Space and Blood.
That is how we turn a space into something that is more ours, more home-like.
Some things are already changing. thoughts feel revitalized.

Elements from the chronological outside. We ended up doing a total reorganisation of a particular peripherical time?
touch any of the furnitute situations

This writing is not having schedules. In order to spend the morning would be to sit there on a rock watching the fog. what is the motivation for that?

start living 500-800 (essay)

things going on that are fixed in chronological time.

Own life? I’m going to keep doing it until 2 pm, It is good to work a place or space. Is it something that posesses?
preferably a public one.

It’s a very clever way to take over. It is a kind way to protest.
Instead, What is this and what for? brain function again, slow. I need some time to process things.
I tried periphery? I got stuck with that.
It is good to work a place or space. with people Is it something that posesses?
I am very interested in daily schedules. I hate very much dislike don’t particularly enjoy disrupting

would like to do things when it feels like a good time to do them.
It causes trouble sometimes, as when you can see that there is all this amazing fog by the seashore near your home and you feel.
That happened this morning.

can be in any other form as well

Every morning the beast cleans itself and gets rid of What is left? Computers?

The week left me feeling exhausted but f.ex. Poetic hat? felt very hard to grasp.
In the form of black dots visiting a shopping mall.
Now I feel a bit drawn to all traces of human existence inside it.
Why do they clean every morning?
This felt important, like some kind of a half-domestic space.
Didn’t expect things to have any place here.
It’s the memories of thinking about periphery.
For days I had been isolated in my happenings
Mapping the invisible apartment
Being ill, sneezing and laying in my bed in a new order. A space doing nothing. This is periphery,

A human animal loves to organize things as they like. It is in our
furniture. Space and Blood.
That is how we turn a space into something that is more ours, more home-like.
Some things are already changing. thoughts feel revitalized.
Elements from the chronological outside. We ended up doing a total reorganisation of a particular
peripherical time?
touch any of the furniture situations to activate

This writing is not having schedules. In order.
I space again, adapting to this new order.
Will is exhausting but it is good.
schedules only understand chronological time.
It is horrible to leave
to run after a tram
people just accept it as the new normal of things?
If yes, Write a description from my point of view staying within the rules, the most reasonable way
to spend the morning would be to sit there on a rock watching the fog. what is the motivation for
that?
start living 500-800 (essay)
things going on that are fixed in chronological time.
Own life? I’m going to keep doing it until 2 pm.
imaginative places. Can’t tell what is original and what is not.
Preferably a public one.

It’s a very clever way to take over. It is a kind way to protest.
Instead, What is this and what for?
brain function again, slow. I need some time to process things.
I tried periphery? I got stuck with that.
It is good to work a place or space. with people Is it something that possesses?
I am very interested in daily schedules. I hate very much dislike don’t particularly enjoy disrupting
would like to do things when it feels like a good time to do them.
It causes trouble sometimes, as when you can see that there is all this amazing fog by the seashore
near your home and you feel
That happened this morning.

can be in any other form as well
Every morning the beast cleans itself and gets rid of
What is left? Computers?
The week left me feeling exhausted but f.ex. Poetic
hat? felt very hard to grasp.
In the form of black dots, visiting a shopping mall, I feel a bit drawn to all traces of human existence inside it. Why do they clean every morning? This felt important, like some kind of a half-domestic space. Didn’t expect things to have any place here. It’s the memories of thinking about periphery, for days I had been isolated in my happenings. Mapping the invisible apartment, being ill, sneezing and laying in my bed in a new order. A space doing nothing. This is periphery, a human animal loves to organize things as they like. It is in our furniture. Space and Blood, that is how we turn a space into something that is more ours, more home-like. Some things are already changing. Thoughts feel revitalized, elements from the chronological outside. We ended up doing a total reorganisation of a particular peripherical time? Touch any of the furnitute situations to activate this writing, is not having schedules. In order. I space again, adapting to this new order. Will is exhausting but it is good. Schedules only understand chronological time. It is horrible to leave, to run after a tram, people just accept it as the new normal of things? If yes, Write a description from my point of view staying within the rules, the most reasonable way to spend the morning would be to sit there on a rock watching the fog. What is the motivation for that? Start living 500-800 (essay). Things going on that are fixed in chronological time. Own life? I’m going to keep doing it until 2 pm. Imaginative places. Can’t tell what is original and what is not, preferably a public one. It’s a very clever way to take over. It is a kind way to protest. Instead, What is this and what for? Brain function again, slow. I need some time to process things. I tried periphery? I got stuck with that. It is good to work a place or space. With people, is it something that posseses? I am very interested in daily schedules. I hate very much dislike don’t particularly enjoy disrupting, would like to do things when it feels like a good time to do them. It causes trouble sometimes, when you can see that there is all this amazing fog by the seashore near your home and you feel. That happened this morning. Can be in any other form as well. Every morning the beast cleans itself and gets rid of what is left? Computers? The week left me feeling exhausted but f.ex. Poetic. Hat? felt very hard to grasp.
I feel a bit drawn to all traces of human existence inside it. Why do they clean every morning? This felt important, like some kind of a half-domestic space. Didn’t expect things to have any place here.

For days I had been isolated in my happenings. Laying in my bed in a new order. A space, doing nothing. This is periphery,

a human animal loves to organize things as they like. It is in our furniture.
Space and Blood, elements from the chronological outside.

A total reorganisation of a particular peripherical time? Touch any of the furnishite situations to activate this writing is not having schedules.

I space again, adapting to this new order. Will is exhausting but it is good. Schedules only understand chronological time.

It is horrible to leave, people just accept it as the new normal of things? If yes, Write a description from my point of view staying within the rules, the most reasonable way to spend the morning would be to sit there on a rock watching the fog. What is the motivation for that? Start living 500-800 (essay). Things going on that are fixed in chronological time. Own life? I’m going to keep doing it until 2 pm.

Can’t tell what is original and what is not. It’s a very clever way to take over. It is a kind way to protest. Instead, What is this and what for? Brain function again, slow. I tried periphery? I got stuck with that. Is it something that posseses?

I hate very much dislike don’t particularly enjoy would like to do things when it feels like a good time to do them. It causes trouble sometimes,

Can be in any other form as well. Every morning the beast cleans itself and gets rid of what is left? Computers? The week left me feeling exhausted but f.ex. Poetic. Hat? felt very hard to grasp.
I feel a bit drawn to all traces of human existence inside it. Why do they clean every morning? This felt important, like some kind of a half domestic space. Didn’t expect things to have any place here.

For days I had been isolated in my happenings. Laying in my bed in a new order. A space, doing nothing. This is periphery, a human animal loves to organize things as they like. It is in our furniture. Space and Blood, elements from the chronological outside.

A total reorganisation of a particular peripherical time? Touch any of the furniture situations to activate this writing is not having schedules.

I space again, adapting to this new order. Will is exhausting but it is good. Schedules only understand chronological time.

It is horrible to leave, people just accept it as the new normal of things? If yes, Write a description from my point of view staying within the rules, the most reasonable way to spend the morning would be to sit there on a rock watching the fog. What is the motivation for that? Start living 500-800 (essay). Things going on that are fixed in chronological time. Own life? I’m going to keep doing it until 2 pm.

Can’t tell what is original and what is not. It’s a very clever way to take over. It is a kind way to protest. Instead, What is this and what for? Brain function again slow. I tried periphery? I got stuck with that. Is it something that posesses?

I hate very much dislike don’t particularly enjoy would like to do things when it feels like a good time to do them. It causes trouble sometimes,

Can be in any other form as well. Every morning the beast cleans itself and gets rid of what is left? Computers? The week left me feeling exhausted but f.ex. Poetic. Hat? felt very hard to grasp.
I feel a bit drawn to all traces of human existence inside it. Why do they clean every morning? This felt important, like some kind of a half domestic space. Didn’t expect things to have any place here. For days I had been isolated in my happenings. Laying in my bed in a new order. A space, doing nothing. This is periphery, a human animal loves to organize things as they like. It is in our Furniture, Space and Blood, Elements (from the chronological outside?). A total reorganisation of a particular peripherical time? Touch any of the furniture situations to activate this writing is not in order. I space again, adapting to this new order. Will is exhausting but it is good. Schedules only understand chronological time. It is horrible to leave, people just accept it as the new normal of things? If yes, Write a description from my point of view staying within the rules, the most reasonable way to spend the morning would be to sit there on a rock. What is the motivation for that? Start living 500-800 (essay). Things going on that are fixed in chronological time. Own life? I’m going to keep doing it until 2 pm. Can’t tell what is original and what is not. It’s a very clever way to take over. It is a kind way to protest. Instead, What is this and what for? Brain function again, slow. I tried periphery? Got stuck with that. Is it something that posesses? I hate very much dislike don’t particularly enjoy would like to do things when it feels like a good time to do them. It causes trouble sometimes. Can be in any other form as well. Every morning the beast cleans itself and gets rid of what is left. Computers? The week left me feeling exhausted but f.ex. Poetic. Hat? felt very hard to grasp.